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Out of the Darkness Comes the Light – SALE catalogue
TITLE: "There is beauty all around; we simply have to open our minds to see"
DESCRIPTION: Based on the Great Nebula in Orion, spirals of gas resemble
a gargantuan flower
Acrylic on wood
£250 £175

TITLE: "As we look out from our World, the Universe looks back"
DESCRIPTION: Based on the Helix Nebula, a 'cosmic eye' 700 light years
away in Aquarius
Acrylic on wood
£250 £175

TITLE: We shall never tame nature, it will not surrender to us"
DESCRIPTION: A hurricane over the Earth as viewed by satellite
Acrylic on wood
£250 £175

TITLE: “If I had a star for every time you brightened my life, I’d be holding a
Galaxy”
DESCRIPTION: Whirlpool Galaxy
Acrylic and glass on wood
£SOLD

TITLE: Empyreal - the workings of my happy mind
DESCRIPTION: This piece was created for The Brecon Women’s Art Festival
2015 and was previously exhibited alongside some amazing female artists at
Theatre Brecheiniog in Brecon
Acrylic and collage on wood
£250 £175
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TITLE: “It has been said that something as small as the flutter of a
butterfly’s wing can cause a typhoon halfway around the world”
DESCRIPTION: Based on the Butterfly / Bug Nebula, a bipolar planetary
nebula in the constellation of Scorpius
Acrylic on wood
£250 £175

TITLE: “Who needs spells, the universe is magic enough”
DESCRIPTION: Based on the Witches Broom / Veil Nebula, this colourful
expanding cloud is the remnant of a supernova 1400 light years away
towards the constellation of Cygnus
Acrylic and mixed media on wood
£250 £175

TITLE: “In the waves of change may we find our true direction”
DESCRIPTION: the cosmic swirl and slash of giant waves in an enormous
reservoir of glowing hot gas
Acrylic on wood
£250 £175

TITLE: “When considering the Universe, we are but a speck of dust”
DESCRIPTION: A side view of a spiral galaxy 30 million light years away in
Andromeda
Acrylic on wood
£SOLD

TITLE: “Life is a game for everyone, and love is the prize”
DESCRIPTION: Based on The Rosette Nebula near the constellation of
Unicorn, 5000 light years away, strikingly circular and has a young star
cluster at its centre
Acrylic on wood
£SOLD
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TITLE: “No Limits”
DESCRIPTION: a fanciful painting depicting northern lights , highlighting a lone tall tree
Acrylic on wood
£SOLD

TITLE: “I love you until infinity runs out”
DESCRIPTION: Based on the Omega Centuri Cluster
Acrylic on canvas
£140 £99
TITLE: “There would not be a galaxy were it not for the stars”
DESCRIPTION: Abstract painting of a whirlpool galaxy
Acrylic and glass on canvas
£140 £99
TITLE: “Why be ordinary when you can be extraordinary”
DESCRIPTION: Based on the Sombrero Galaxy as seen by the
Spitzer Space Telescope with digital and colour enhancements from
the Hubble Space Telescope. Found in the constellation of Virgo
Acrylic and mixed media on wood
£190 £130
TITLE: “It is during our darkest moments that we must focus on the
light”
DESCRIPTION: x-ray emissions from a black hole
Acrylic on canvas
£140 £99
TITLE: “Nothing can dim the light that shines from
within”DESCRIPTION: Airglow is a faint emission of light by a
planetary atmosphere. In the case of Earth's atmosphere this optical
phenomenon causes the night sky to never be completely dark, even
after the effects of starlight and diffused sunlight from the far side are
removed.
Acrylic on canvas £SOLD
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TITLE: “We come spinning out of nothingness, scattering stars like
dust”
DESCRIPTION: Stained glass representation of a whirlpool galaxy
Stained glass copper foiled and soldered
£295 £200

TITLE: “The eye only sees what the mind is prepared to comprehend”
DESCRIPTION: Based on the Helix Nebula, a 'cosmic eye' 700 light
years away in Aquarius
Stained glass, suspended in wooden box. Box, designed by Berni,
made by John Crompton
£380 £290

TITLE: “Everybody is a little bit of the sun and moon; a little bit
of man, woman, and animal; of dark and light. Everyone is part
of a connected cosmic system. We have a universe within.”
(Words for title borrowed from Suzy Kassem)
DESCRIPTION: The solar system we call home is located in an
outer spiral arm of the vast Milky Way galaxy. It consists of the
sun (our star) and everything that orbits around it. This includes
the eight planets and their natural satellites (such as our moon),
dwarf planets and their satellites, as well as asteroids, comets and
countless particles of smaller debris.
Stained glass, leading and copper foil work. Stand designed and made by Tommy Madden, Blacksmith
(would make a very stylish fire screen ) £750

£600

